PRODUCT SUMMARY

Kofax Analytics
for Capture
Kofax Analytics for Capture™ is an integrated analytics
platform for Kofax Capture™ that is designed for any
organization that needs meaningful control over documentcentric business processes. Business users can customize more
than 100 prebuilt reports and views without IT assistance. Nearreal-time reporting and granular system data provide critical
insight into opaque business processes, creating a central and
definitive view into the effectiveness of an enterprise’s systems
engagement, employee productivity and the quality of
information entering critical systems of record.
With Kofax Analytics for Capture, you can:

 Gain granular insight into all critical multichannel and
advanced capture processes through nearly 100 pre-defined
metrics and more than 100 records

 Filter the number of batches and documents by batch class
or document type to identify any in-process bottlenecks
— with a single click

 Objectively monitor human operators, business processes
and software performance through powerful analytics

 Apply security settings based on user roles and contextual
data rights to avoid exposing sensitive and confidential
information

 Easily access and consolidate data on the fly from multiple
Kofax Capture installations

 Interact with the web-based dashboards to build new
reports or adjust database queries

 Leverage Kofax Insight™, included in Kofax Process

Integrated analytics platform for Kofax Capture

Gain Meaningful Control Over Your Operations
 Reveal per document, per field and per user accuracy and
productivity rates when extracting document data

 Drill into reports to gain a definitive view into the cause
and effect driving lower-than-expected accuracy, and
make corrections without hesitation

 Learn how information flows through your operations and
what the associated cost is to handle it from receipt
through export

 Make accurate forecasts and estimates for how system
improvements can potentially enhance overall system
performance

 Apply role-based rights to specific data metrics to allow
key decision-makers to access the right reports securely
and within compliance rules

 Identify correlations between customer engagement
outcomes and document processing activities

Intelligence™, to extend the initial investment to additional
data sources, departments and lines of business

Discover more about Kofax Analytics for Capture at
kofax.com
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